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Abstract
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Mathematical models have played important roles in the understanding of epidemics and in
the study of the impacts of various behavioral or medical measures. However, modeling
accurately the future spread of an epidemic requires context-specific parameters that are
difficult to estimate because of lack of data. Our objective is to propose a methodology to
estimate context-specific parameters using Demographic and Health Survey (DHS)-like
data that can be used in mathematical modeling of short-term HIV spreading.
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Background

Methods and Findings
The model splits the population according to sex, age, HIV status, and antiretroviral treatment status. To estimate context-specific parameters, we used individuals’ histories
included in DHS-like data and a statistical analysis that used decomposition of the Poisson
likelihood. To predict the course of the HIV epidemic, sex- and age-specific differential
equations were used. This approach was applied to recent data from Kenya. The approach
allowed the estimation of several key epidemiological parameters. Women had a higher
infection rate than men and the highest infection rate in the youngest age groups (15–24
and 25–34 years) whereas men had the highest infection rate in age group 25–34 years.
The immunosuppression rates were similar between age groups. The treatment rate was
the highest in age group 35–59 years in both sexes. The results showed that, within the 15–
24 year age group, increasing male circumcision coverage and antiretroviral therapy coverage at CD4  350/mm3 over the current 70% could have short-term impacts.
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Conclusions
The study succeeded in estimating the model parameters using DHS-like data rather than
literature data. The analysis provides a framework for using the same data for estimation
and prediction, which can improve the validity of context-specific predictions and help
designing HIV prevention campaigns.

Introduction
Mathematical models have played important roles in the understanding of epidemics and in
the study of the impacts of various behavioral or medical measures [1–3]. Numerous models
with various complexities and assumptions have been developed to provide long-term predictions of the future courses of the HIV epidemic, especially the impact of various prevention
and treatment strategies [4–7]. In these models, the parameters are often taken from studies
carried out in other distant countries with different contexts, which may result in biased results
and misguided policies.
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) are “nationally-representative household surveys
that provide data for a wide range of monitoring and impact evaluation indicators in the areas
of population, health, and nutrition” and, since 2001, include HIV testing [8]. In many countries, including Sub-Saharan Africa, these surveys have provided precise estimates of national
HIV prevalence in the adult population.
In the present paper, we propose a modeling approach for short-term predictions of the
spread of the HIV epidemic. This approach includes an estimation of model parameters from
survey data conducted with the DHS methodology. The mathematical model we propose for
prediction takes into account sex, age, the natural progression of HIV infection through different stages, the use of antiretroviral therapy (ART), and the ageing of the population.
To illustrate our purpose, this approach was applied to a recently designed household survey
that used the DHS methodology: the Ndhiwa HIV Impact in Population Survey (NHIPS). We
also modeled the impacts of hypothetical prevention and treatment interventions such as
increasing ART coverage among eligible HIV-infected individuals, increasing the proportion
of medically circumcised HIV-uninfected men, and implementing pre-exposure prophylaxis in
HIV-uninfected women.

Methods
The NHIPS
The NHIPS is a district-representative cross-sectional population survey conducted in September-November 2012 [9,10]. It used the DHS methodology to provide information regarding
the HIV epidemic in the adult population (15–59 years old) in the district of Ndhiwa (Nyanza
Province, Kenya). The NHIPS consisted of a household questionnaire (completed with the
head of the household) plus an individual questionnaire and laboratory tests (HIV test, CD4
count, and viral load). The survey selected randomly 165 clusters of 20 households. The 3,300
successfully interviewed households included 16,198 persons (8,493 women and 7,705 men), of
whom 6,833 were eligible and 6,076 agreed to participate.
The primary objective of the NHIPS was to estimate the HIV incidence using incidence
assays. The secondary objectives included the determination of HIV prevalence, the proportion
of HIV-positive respondents in need for ART, the ART coverage, the proportion of HIV-positive
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Fig 1. Schematic representation of the HIV model. The boxes represent the model compartments. The arrows represent the flows (or transitions) between
compartments. The model splits the population into five groups: susceptible individuals (S), HIV-positive individuals (not on ART) with  350 CD4 cells/mm3
(I1), HIV-positive individuals (not on ART) with > 350 CD4 cells/mm3 (I2), HIV-positive individuals on ART (T), deceased individuals (D). λS denotes the force
of infection, λI the immunosuppression rate, λT the treatment rate, and μ the compartment-specific mortality rate. All the compartments are sex- and agespecific.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0130387.g001

respondents with undetectable viral load, the HIV testing and counseling coverage, the proportion of medically circumcised men, and the access to prevention of mother-to-child transmission
(PMTCT) services.
From the NHIPS data, we used variables age, sex, HIV status, CD4 cell count, and the following self-reported variables: circumcision status (aided by drawings of penises), date of the
most recent HIV test and its result, date of first positive HIV test, and the ART status with the
date of ART initiation.
Ethics permissions were obtained from the KEMRI Ethical Review Committee (number
347) and the Comité de Protection des Personnes “Ile-de-France XI” (Saint-Germain-en-Laye,
France; CPP number 12056). All participants in the study provided written informed consent.
For individuals under the age of 18 years never married and never having lived in a consensual
union, a specific mentor permission with written consent was obtained.

Epidemiological model
The model, shown in Fig 1, describes HIV transmission, the untreated-disease progression, and
ART use in a heterosexual population. It splits the population into compartments according to
sex, age, and HIV status. The population of infected individuals was split into three compartments according to the CD4 cell count and the ART status: 1) Compartment I1: untreated
HIV-positive individuals with a CD4 cell count > 350 cells/mm3; 2) Compartment I2: untreated
HIV-positive individuals with a CD4 cell count  350 cells/mm3 (immunosuppressed individuals); and, 3) Compartment T: HIV-positive individuals under ART. An additional Compartment
S was dedicated to HIV-negative (or susceptible) individuals.
The model parameters are the following: i) the force of infection (λS); ii) the "immunosuppression rate" (λI); i.e., the rate at which an individual moves from > 350 to  350 cells/mm3
CD4 cell count; iii) the "treatment rate" (λT) or the ART initiation rate; and, iv) the mortality
rate (μ).

Estimation and prediction approach
To predict the course of the HIV epidemic in the adult population, our approach included an
estimation step and a prediction step.
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Estimation step. Estimating the model parameters included three stages. First, we used
the HIV status, the self-reported ART status, and the CD4 cell count at the time of the survey
to assign each individual to one of the above-cited compartments.
Second, we derived individuals’ states (as described by the compartments) during the past
year from the individuals’ histories (self-reported dates of first positive HIV test, last HIV test
and its result, and ART initiation). We only derived the previous year to minimize the recall
bias and avoid making too strong assumptions about individuals’ histories. More precisely,
HIV-negative individuals at the date of the survey were considered as previously HIV-negative.
Depending on the date of the first positive HIV test and/or the result of the last HIV test,
untreated HIV-positive individuals with CD4 cell counts > 350 cells/mm3 (Compartment I1)
were considered to have been already HIV-positive (positive test result) or HIV-negative (negative test result) one year before the survey. In untreated HIV-positive individuals with CD4
cell counts  350 cells/mm3 at the moment of the survey (Compartment I2), the status regarding the CD4 cell count one year before was obtained by applying a 15% CD4 cell count
reduction per year [11]. Depending on the date of ART initiation, treated individuals were considered to have been already treated one year preceding the survey or untreated HIV-positive
with CD4 cell counts  350 cells/mm3 one year preceding the survey. Logical or probabilistic
rules were applied when the retrospective information was incomplete or lacking (6.3% and
1.2% of all cases, respectively). The logical rules consisted in the following assumptions: i)
HIV-positive individuals under a treatment initiated within the previous year were considered
to have been HIV-positive one year preceding the survey; ii) untreated HIV-positive individuals with low CD4 cell counts were considered to have been already HIV-positive one year preceding the survey; iii) untreated HIV-positive individuals with high CD4 cell counts but no
information about previous testing were considered to have been HIV-positive at least one
month preceding the survey.
Third, we calculated the number of transitions between pairs of compartments and the time
spent by each individual in each compartment.
A sensitivity analysis regarding the assumption of the CD4 cell count decline was performed
assuming a 10% decline per year [12] as well as a 20% decline per year [13].
Prediction step. In this step, the compartment sizes (i.e., the number of individuals in
each compartment) stemming from the NHIPS survey (applied on the 2009 Ndhiwa District
census) and the parameters provided by the estimation step were used to predict the shortterm course of the HIV epidemic in the adult population (15–59 years old).
To illustrate our approach, we modeled four scenarios for the short-term impacts (duration
of simulation of three years, start 2012—end 2015).
The first scenario was “no change in the current interventions” in which all the rates were
set to their estimated values and kept unchanged over the whole duration of the simulation.
The second scenario was an increase in the ART coverage under the current guidelines: this
scenario was designed to explore the impacts of an increase in ART coverage using the current
CD4 cell count threshold for ART initiation (350 cells/mm3) on the HIV prevalence and incidence rate. This increase in ART coverage aims to increase the proportion of individuals living
with HIV but with a low viral load, which would reduce infectiousness. We assumed that the
ART coverage among eligible individuals (i.e., the number of treated individuals divided by the
sum treated plus immunosuppressed untreated individuals) would increase linearly from 70%
in 2012 to 90% in 2015. By reducing the viral load, ART is assumed to reduce infectiousness by
96% [14].
The third scenario was an increase in the medical male circumcision coverage. We assumed
that 60% of HIV-negative men would be circumcised at the end of the duration of the simulation with a linear increase over that duration. The baseline proportion of HIV-negative
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circumcised men was set at 25% (NHIPS Survey, 2012). The protective effect of circumcision
was assumed to reduce female-male transmission by 60% [15–18].
The fourth scenario was the use of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) in women. We assumed
that 20% of HIV-negative women would be using it at the end of the duration of the simulation
with a linear increase over that duration. The protective effect of PrEP was assumed to reduce
male-female transmission by 50%.
Inference methods. In the estimation step, we used a statistical method based on the likelihood decomposition [19,20]. In this method, each state is considered separately and the transitions from any given state to another may be considered as concurrent risks. The number of
transitions between two states is modeled as a realization of a Poisson process. The likelihood
of the complete model is decomposed into several conditionally independent likelihoods. This
decomposition is feasible whenever there are no interactions between the individual courses.
Here, the probability of infection for an uninfected individual depends on the prevalence. At
this step, the period being about one year, the change in the prevalence was nearly negligible.
Thus, the force of infection was not split into prevalence and a transmission coefficient (this
interaction between susceptible and infected individuals will be taken into account in the prediction step through a frequency-dependent force of infection [21]). We estimated the model
parameters, in men and women, in three age groups (15–24, 25–34, 35–59 years) and using a
stratification by six “Divisions” (residence areas). The likelihood was maximized using the
Newton-Raphson option of PROC NLP of SAS 9.2 software and the confidence intervals were
calculated with Wald method (see details in S1 Text).
Because of the low number of deaths recorded in the NHIPS, the above statistical method
could not be used; instead, Poisson regressions were used to estimate AIDS-related and AIDSunrelated mortality rates using overall mortality rates from the Kenyan DHS [22], NHIPSexternal but local data on the proportion of AIDS-related deaths [23,24], and the HIV prevalence observed in the NHIPS (see details in S1 Text). We assumed that S, I1, and T individuals
had the same risk of death whereas I2 individuals had an additional risk of death due to AIDS.
In the prediction step, we formulated the mathematical model as a system of sex- and agespecific differential equations (see details in S1 Text). The differential equations were written
for each one-year age class. The compartment sizes were calculated by one-year age classes but
the parameter values were estimated by age classes (15–24, 25–34, and 35–59 years) for the
force of infection, the immunosuppression rate, and the treatment rate, or by five-year age classes for the mortality rates.

Results
Estimation
Table 1 shows that, in women, the infection rate was higher in the youngest age groups: 47 and
48 per 1000 person-years (PY) in age groups 15–24 and 25–34 years vs. 26 in age group 35–59
years. In men, the infection rate was the highest in age group 25–34 years (41 per 1000 PY vs. 9
and 27 in age groups 15–24 and 35–59 years).
The immunosuppression rate was similar between age groups be it in men or in women
(from 153 to 335 per 1000 PY). In other words, the time until CD4 cell count drop below 350
cells/mm3 ranged from 3 to 7 years depending on the age group. In men aged 15–24 years, the
immunosuppression rate was estimated at 0 because no transition to  350 CD4 cells/mm3
was observed in the data.
The treatment rate was the highest in age group 35–59 years in men (631 per 1000 PY vs.
519 and 334 in age groups 15–24 and 25–34 years) and in women (793 per 1000 PY vs. 439 and
480 in the age groups 15–24 and 25–34 years). In other words, the time until ART initiation
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Table 1. Estimated transition rates and their 95% confidence intervals (per 1000 person-years).
Parameter

Women

Men

15–24 years

47 [35–63]

9 [4–19]

25–34 years

48 [33–69]

41 [24–67]

35–59 years

26 [17–40]

27 [16–46]

Infection rate (λS)

Immunosuppression rate (λI)
15–24 years

153 [75–312]

0*

25–34 years

207 [132–323]

335 [170–660]

35–59 years

198 [116–338]

216 [113–412]

15–24 years

439 [236–815]

519 [61–4440]

25–34 years

480 [337–683]

334 [169–659]

35–59 years

793 [576–1092]

631 [461–863]

Treatment rate (λT)

* Value estimated at 0 because no transition between compartments I1 and I2 was observed in this group.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0130387.t001

ranged from 1 to 3 years depending on the age group. In men aged 15–24 years, the 95% confidence interval was quite large because few men were infected and, subsequently, eligible for
treatment or actually treated.
Using a 10% or a 20% CD4 cell count decline per year, the immunosuppression rate (per
1000 PY) in women ranged from 107 [45–257] to 167 [85–329] in age group 15–24, from 185
[114–298] to 241 [160–361] in age group 25–34, and from 156 [84–290] to 217 [131–360] in
age group 35–59. In men, the immunosuppression rate was 0 in age group 15–24 and ranged
from 312 [152–637] to 376 [202–699] in age group 25–34 and from 184 [90–375] to 286 [167–
488] in age group 35–59. Changing the CD4 count decline resulted in very slight changes in
the treatment rate and in no changes in the infection rate.
Table 2 shows the estimates of the mortality rates stratified by sex, age group, and CD4-cellcount categories. As expected, the mortality rates increased with age, were slightly higher in
men than in women, and higher in individuals with low CD4 cell counts.

Prediction
Fig 2 shows the change in the HIV incidence rate in age class 15–24 years over the time of simulation with each of the four scenarios in men and women. In this age group, on the very short
term (3 years), circumcision in men (60% coverage and 60% effectiveness) would have the
highest impact on the incidence rate. In women, increasing the ART coverage at the threshold
350 CD4 cells/mm3 would have the highest impact followed by pre-exposure prophylaxis (20%
coverage and 50% effectiveness). Given the already high (70%) baseline ART coverage at
threshold 350 CD4 cells/mm3, increasing ART coverage would have, on the short term, a limited impact on HIV prevalence and incidence rate.
Fig 3 shows the change in the HIV incidence rate over time in men and women aged 20
years in 2012 (this is equivalent to a “follow-up” of this age group over time). The prevalence
would slightly increase. Again, circumcision in men (60% coverage and 60% effectiveness)
would have the highest impact on the incidence rate. In women, increasing ART coverage at
the threshold 350 CD4 cells/mm3 would have the highest impact followed by pre-exposure
prophylaxis (20% coverage and 50% effectiveness). Here too, given the already high (70%)
baseline ART coverage at threshold  350 CD4 cells/mm3, increasing ART coverage would
have a limited impact on HIV prevalence and incidence rate.
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Table 2. Estimated mortality rates and their 95% confidence intervals (per 1000 person-years).
Parameter

Women

Men

> 350 CD4 cells/mm (μS, μI1, μ T)
3

15–19 years

1.45 [0.97–1.93]

2.31 [1.68–2.93]

20–24 years

2.90 [2.27–3.53]

2.92 [2.26–3.58]
3.58 [2.86–4.30]

25–29 years

4.81 [4.00–5.62]

30–34 years

4.69 [3.89–5.48]

6.61 [5.50–7.72]

35–39 years

6.75 [5.59–7.90]

6.69 [5.49–7.90]

40–44 years

8.18 [6.61–9.74]

11.03 [9.01–13.05]

45–59 years

8.70 [6.42–10.98]

13.42 [10.55–16.29]

 350 CD4 cells/mm3 (μI2)
15–19 years

9.38 [6.27–12.48]

27.39 [19.94–34.83]

20–24 years

9.67 [7.58–11.76]

13.31 [10.32–16.30]

25–29 years

15.16 [12.60–17.73]

12.23 [9.77–14.69]

30–34 years

25.45 [21.14–29.76]

14.53 [12.09–16.97]

35–39 years

32.10 [26.60–37.60]

22.85 [18.73–26.98]

40–44 years

28.74 [23.24–34.24]

32.62 [26.63–38.61]

45–59 years

32.44 [23.94–40.94]

48.56 [38.17–58.94]

Mortality rates were estimated using a Poisson model, Kenyan DHS data [22], and external data on the
proportion of AIDS-related deaths [23,24].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0130387.t002

Discussion
The study proposed a methodology to estimate context-specific parameters that can be used in
mathematical modeling of short-term HIV spreading using Demographic and Health Survey
(DHS)-like data.
This approach allowed estimation of several key epidemiological parameters. Indeed, the
present results showed that women had a higher infection rate than men and that women had

Fig 2. Changes in the HIV incidence rate over the time of simulation in men and women aged 15–24 years. The Y-axes have uneven ranges of values
for better legibility.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0130387.g002
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Fig 3. Changes in HIV incidence rate over the time of simulation in men and women aged 20 years in 2012. The Y-axes have uneven ranges of values
for better legibility.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0130387.g003

the highest infection rate in the youngest age groups (15–24 and 25–34 years) whereas men
had the highest infection rate in age group 25–34 years. These results are consistent with those
of other studies in that women acquire the virus at younger ages than men [25].
The immunosuppression rate was similar between age groups be it in men or women. The
time until CD4 cell count drop below 350 cells/mm3 ranged from 3 to 7 years depending on
the age group. This is consistent with studies that estimated this duration to nearly 4 years
[26,27]. In men aged 15–24 years, the immunosuppression rate was estimated at 0 because no
transition to  350 CD4 cells/mm3 was observed in the data; this is not surprising because men
seem to acquire the virus past 25 years and because their CD4 cell counts take time to decrease.
Using a 10% and a 20% CD4 cell count decline per year changed only slightly the estimates of
the immunosuppression rate; depending on the age group, the time until CD4 cell count drop
below 350 cells/mm3 ranged, respectively, from 3 to 9 years and from 3 to 6 years.
The treatment rate was the highest in age group 35–59 years in men and women; this may
be explained by the fact that individuals in this age group are more likely to have been tested
and/or put on treatment than individuals in younger age groups. In the literature, studies that
provide treatment rates are scarce because it is difficult to estimate the time during which an
individual is eligible. Using data from the Masiphumelele community (South Africa) among
individuals with CD4 cell counts below 200 cells/mm3 (the South African threshold to start
ART at the time of the study), Johnson et al. [28] estimated the ART initiation rates of years
2004 to 2009 to range from 36.5 to 107.5 per 100 PY in men and from 51.9 to 303.1 per 100 PY
in women. The results for 2009 were higher than ours; this may be explained by two facts: i)
the eligibility criterion was 200 CD4 cells/mm3 vs. 350 here; and ii) the denominator included
only diagnosed and in-care individuals. Here, the denominator of the treatment rates included
both diagnosed and undiagnosed individuals eligible for treatment. Therefore, the ART initiation rates here take into account the testing, linkage-to-care, and retain-in-care rates in people
eligible for treatment.
As expected, the mortality rates increased with age, were slightly higher in men than in
women, and higher in individuals with low (vs. high) CD4 cell counts. The high mortality rate
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in men aged 15–19 years with  350 CD4 cells/mm3 can be explained by the fact that they are
generally less subject to other causes of death than older people. Overall all-cause mortality
rates were close to those estimated in Northern Malawi [29]. The mortality rates estimated
here in individuals > 350 cells/mm3 (both HIV-negative and positive individuals) were close to
those estimated in other studies [30–32]. The mortality rates estimated in HIV-individuals
 350 cells/mm3 were lower here than in other studies [31,32]; this may be explained by the
quite high proportion of HIV-positive individuals under ART in the present study. Anyway,
comparing mortality rates is difficult because mortality depends on various factors that differ
between countries.
Regarding prediction, the approach showed that, in age class 15–24 years and on the short
term, circumcision in men, increasing ART coverage, and pre-exposure prophylaxis in women
had slight impacts on the incidence rate, though higher in comparison with no change in the
current interventions. Here, the baseline ART coverage was very high (70%); therefore, the
ART intervention had a limited impact on the HIV incidence rate. The impacts on HIV prevalence are limited to the short term because the prevalence includes past cumulated infections as
well as new ones. These results are consistent with those of a recent modeling study that compared ART, circumcision, and behavior change interventions on HIV incidence in the adult
population in KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa) [33]. In that study, circumcision and ART at 200
CD4 cells/mm3 (the standard threshold to initiate ART before 2011) would have similar effects
on the HIV incidence rate over 4 years (which is nearly a 20% reduction from the baseline incidence rate). Two other studies that compared ART and PrEP interventions, in South Africa
and more particularly in KwaZulu-Natal, showed that these interventions could have a positive
impact on HIV incidence over 10 years [34,35]. However, in most mathematical models used
by Eaton et al. [36], ART initiation at 350 CD4 cells/mm3 would have a limited impact on incidence over 20 years in South Africa.
One strength of the present approach is the use of the same data for estimation of the model
parameters and for prediction. Indeed, the NHIPS population survey includes both the current
status (which helps estimating the content of each compartment) and individuals’ histories
(which help estimating the transition rates between compartments). NHIPS-external but local
data were used to estimate mortality rates, taking into account the HIV prevalence observed in
the NHIPS. Moreover, the reduction in CD4 cell count we used stemmed from an external
source. The statistical method used to estimate model parameters (using likelihood decomposition) has been widely used in medicine [19,20,37]. Usually, the model parameters are difficult
to obtain; they are taken from several, often non-local sources. By using local sources, we
expected more accurate predictions than those that use non-local parameters. Actually, the use
of local data in prediction models is scarce; two recent studies attempted to use mainly local
data to predict the spread of HIV in Malawi and Kenya [38,39].
The present approach may be applied to DHS data. However, contrarily to the NHIPS, DHS
data lack information on CD4 cell counts; in the future, DHS could be brought to collect this
additional information like in other national surveys [40–42]. Moreover, the complex sampling
method (multistage) used for such surveys has to be taken into account (for example, through
the design effect). Here, the design effect was not taken into account because its value was
almost 1. Indeed, the methodology used a cluster sampling where the number of surveyed
individuals was proportional to the number of inhabitants. DHS data provide very useful information that improve the understanding of HIV transmission and its spread. For example, a
recent study focused on estimating HIV transmission rates before couple formation, within
partnership or extra-couple partnerships by sex and country; it used 23 DHS data from eighteen West-African and Sub-Saharan countries [43]. The authors’ approach, as ours, relied on
retrospective reconstruction of individuals’ infection states using self-reported survey data as
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well as laboratory tests; however, they inferred retrospective states since the beginning of the
epidemic in each country whereas we reconstructed only the previous year to minimize the
recall bias and avoid making too strong assumptions about the individuals’ histories. Moreover,
their approach relied on external estimates of mortality, HIV prevalence, and ART coverage
whereas our approach relied on external estimates of mortality, but taking into account the
observed HIV prevalence in the NHIPS.
The parameter estimates and the initial compartment sizes, therefore the prediction results,
depend on the quality of the data collected. Indeed, in the present paper, these estimates are
based on both self-reported information (not further ascertained) and biological data. Misreporting the time elapsed since the last HIV test before the survey and its result may under- or
overestimate the force of infection. This approach may be potentially validated using data from
prospective cohorts which include demographic information, HIV status, repeated CD4 cell
counts, ART status, etc. Alternatively, simulated data may be used to validate the approach, as
already done by other authors who studied potential biases in the estimation of HIV acute
phase infectivity from the Rakai study [44]. Simulating data allows testing for possible biases
(e.g., selection bias or information bias) and robustness of estimators through comparisons
between estimates obtained from the simulated data and the chosen parameters. Here, simulation may be used to study, for example, the ranges of the immunosuppression rate estimates in
case of heterogeneity in CD4 cell reduction or test misreporting of the date of the last HIV test
result. Anyway, a clear understanding and knowledge of most underlying mechanisms are
required to simulate data close to realistic data.
A number of models have been already developed in attempts to predict future courses of
the HIV epidemic, especially in hyperendemic settings, including various intervention scenarios. These models have diverse complexities; for example, the inclusion of age structure [5],
sex-specific compartments [45], co-infections [46], several levels of CD4 cell counts or HIV
stages [33,47,48], or several risk groups [45]. They are therefore based on a wide variety of
assumptions. The present model accounts for the heterogeneity in HIV prevalence, infection
risk, and duration of infection between sexes and age classes, avoiding thus the use of averaged
trends. Moreover, when untreated, HIV infection may be considered in two stages according to
the CD4 cell count threshold: below or above 350 cells/mm3 (i.e., "remote" vs. "recent" infection, respectively); this presumes an increased risk of death in individuals with  350 CD4
cells/mm3. Here, we stratified the data by Divisions (residence areas) in the estimation step to
obtain robust confidence intervals. It would be also interesting to study heterogeneity in HIV
prevalence in smaller geographical units. In our modeling approach, we did not include a
Who-Acquires-Infection-From-Whom (WAIFW) matrix because of lack of data. In particular,
the higher prevalence in young women than in young men may suggest the absence of assortative age-mixing patterns.
In the present study, the threshold of 350 cells/mm3 was considered because it was the current threshold at the time of the survey in Kenya and in several other Sub-Saharan African
countries. The 2013 WHO guidelines recommend initiating ART at CD4  500 cells/mm3
[49]. The adoption of the latter threshold will make it necessary to add to the above-suggested
model a flow between Compartments I1 and T or to add an intermediate compartment
between I1 and I2.
The model presented here is a simplification of the reality but the methodology it uses for
estimation and prediction may be used in more complex models. For example, it is possible to
create additional compartments for CD4 cell counts, but sufficient data are required for precise
estimates of the model parameters. It is also possible to use information about the viral load by
creating compartments based on viral load categories or on both viral load and CD4 cell count
categories. In expressing the force of infection, we did not add a coefficient to translate the fact
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that individuals with low CD4 cell counts have higher viral loads (thus higher infectiousness)
than individuals with high counts; indeed, individuals with low CD4 cell counts might be sexually less active [50].
The model may also include individuals who stop their treatment for various reasons (e.g.,
failure or adverse events) by adding flows between the compartments of treated and untreated
individuals (like in [51,52]). We did not consider this option because, in the NHIPS, only two
men reported having stopped their treatment.
In conclusion, we propose here a methodology to predict the course of the HIV epidemic
through the estimation of model parameters using survey data conducted with the DHS methodology. The approach allows using the same data for estimation and prediction, ensuring thus
reliable results. Furthermore, this approach can be adapted to more complex models that capture additional types of information (demographic or clinical). This approach is robust because
it relies on few assumptions: the information stem from the data. The scenarios we imagined
are mainly illustrations of the proposed approach.
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